ASHA National Select Series Frequently Asked Questions

The ASHA National Select Series presented by State Line Tack was created in 2020 to encourage more people to show American Saddlebreds and strengthen the show horse market by providing classes where horses of the same relative level (those not showing at the World’s Championship Horse Show) can compete against one another and be marketed as such. Horses will be able to compete in classes that qualify for Regional National Select Series Championships in regions across the country.

Question: How can my horse participate in the National Select Series?
To participate in ASHA National Select Series qualifying classes or a regional championship you must declare your horse as a Select Series horse by filling out the 2020 ASHA National Select Series Horse Declaration form. Also, the owner of the horse must be an ASHA member.

Question: How much does it cost to participate in the National Select Series?
There are no additional costs or fees to participate in the series other than the requirement for the owner of the horse to be an ASHA member. You will be subject to general horse show fees (entry fees, office fees, etc.) which will be different depending on the show.

Question: How many qualifying classes do I have to show in to be eligible for the regional championship?
It will be up to each region to determine how many qualifying classes a horse must compete in to be eligible for the regional championship. The qualifying classes can either be separate select series qualifying classes or existing qualifying classes that are designated as select series qualifying classes.

Question: Can I show in multiple regions?
You can show your horse in as many qualifying regions as you want. However, only qualifying classes in the same region as the regional championship will count for that regional championship.

Question: What if my horse ends up showing at the World’s Championship Horse Show?
If you show your horse at the World’s Championship Horse Show in the same calendar year as a regional championship you will not be eligible to show in that regional championship.